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OUR NEW LOGO (above)
We have adapted this as the logo of the Center for
._
Bead Research. It is called a bung or Iingling-o and is
. .__ made of bronze, silver or gold by the Ifugao of north
ern Luzon, the Philippines. The !fugao wear it as a
pendant, though most of their neighbors wear a pair
of them as earrings. The design is of great antiquity,
,_
echoing jade earrings brought to the archipelago in
the first millennium B.C. by the Sa Huynh peoples, a
sea faring group based in southern Vietnam, who
traveled all over Southeast Asia. When the Spanish
arrived in Luzon they noticed the people wearing
golden earrings in the shape.

The swan was adopted in 1988 by the board of directors of the Swarovski company. 'This elegant:.and
powerful creature was elected as the most appropriate symbol for the vigorous style of business management techniques practiced at Swarovsld today."
[Crowden 1 9 9 0 ] ' - '
.d..,

...

BEADS AND CRAFTS
ADVENTURE TOUR OF
WEST AFRICA

I'

!

Join us for a unique tour of the Ivory Coast and Gha
na. R'l.plore markets big and small. Watch powder
. glass and lost-wax beadmaking. Experience the swirl·
ing colors, delicious aromas and captivating sounds of
West Africa.. Details on page 12.

GRAN'TS

The Center has been the recipient of several grantS
. reCently, which have allowed us to expand our re
search and training programs. Details are on page 9,
but we wish to thank once again the Asian Art Coun
cil of Ne\V York, the Bead Society of Greater Wash
ington and the Northwest Bead Society for their
support
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a
The reSponse to
graphics, headlines, boxes and inter-text hotes, the
our new ·format bas
actual editotial content of the MARGARETOL
been overwhelmOGIsr is about2O%Jarger in this newJprmat than in
the old. Yet another example of our striving to bring
ingly
favorable. "
The fears of those
you value.
who thought that
Again, many thinks for your support Help us outby
Ujazzing up· the
recruiting new Members and Patrons and having your
journal would mean it would be less informative have organization becOme a Patron or Supporter.
evaporated. We remain what we always were. The
"new look" is not only appreciated by our old friends,
... : 1...
. butwjnnipg IlS new friends as welL
There has also been good response to the questionS-· L...;·tbL~~~~~::~~~~~i:.'!~~:£1:::..:J
posed in the last two issues. There was near unan::
.
.
.
imity in approving a rate increase. We have not in3=4 April 1993 Lecture 1Bead Ideptificatiop
creased our ra~e since we began in 1985, though all ,Semina~. Asian Art Museum. San Franeisco
elements of production have become more expensive. . 7 Apnl Lecture. Bead Societ;y. Los Angeles
Beginning with the next issue we will ask $30/two·21- 31 M..,. Bead Bazaar. Workshops. Chica-·
years for Members and S80/two years for Patroris:~ go ~idwest Bead· Society; resear~h Oriental
Patrons receive bonuses, but mostly pay the higher ~ Institute -.
rate to support our work; it does not seem fair to"in- .. 7-13 June. Cataloguing private collection of
crease their rate the same percentage as Members. . . Midle BastepI bc;ads in Ireland.
.
You can avoid the increase by renewing now. The
13 June-14 September Research on rock
nur;nb.ers ?n your mailing label tell you when your sub-· c~tal and amethyst bc:ads in so~the~ India.
scnption IS done. The first three numbers are your
15. September. Vanous meetings an New
category (636 for Members, 72J3 for Patrons, etc.); ..York City.
.
.
Thenen three are assigned as you join. The last. 27. September' Lecture•. New Mexico Bead
numbers are Volume:Number of the last issue on your Society
subscription. If it is 6:1, your subscription ends now.. ~9.~eptember -.3 <,?ctobe-; Lecture. Young
You can still renew at the lower rate. If it is 6:2 or Presidents OrgaDlzation, Santa Fe
higher you can take advantage of the old rate by exLate September Bead Museum; Prescott, AZ
tending for one term (2 years) now.
.
.
October lectures!worbhops Central Ohio,
... .Reactions were mixed about us. taking advertising.. PortI~nd. an~ ~()!'lfl~C'!st Bead Soc:!!!!.ies . __
Several V{ere opposed. Some approved and said they
3-13 November Bead and Crafts Adventure.
would adyertise. A particularly thoughtful letter said. ~ ?J!ur of West Africa. ,.
.. •
~ .'
that ads would breakup the text and make it easier_~_ ~9!!!mb.~rl993 .-.February 1994!research lD
. on the eyes, bU,t we think the new format has done West AfriCa
. :
.
this. One suggestion was a classified section for loeat25.,.27 March 1994 Bead Expo '94. Santa Fe
ingorsellingunusualitems.
.
199~199S Setting up display of th!! type
. The only decision made is that advertising will not collection of ~ea,ds it! .~e. Phil,ippipe National
detract from the main business of the MARGARE- M~um., Mantia.
.
TOLOGIST•. We would add extra pages if necessary.
Extended research in Central and South
It would increase revenues, but also add to our duties. America.
[Underlined dates are firm}
We still need input [rom you; especially a note to say
.-. wheth~r you migh~ advertise with us. Although our
subscnptlon base IS smaller than some other news Now Available: Where Beads' Are.
letters, the MARGARETOLOGIST is read avidly by ~oved (Ghana West Africa).
Four
a substantial and growing group of dedicated bead
~ull color plates~ $15.00
people.
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Feature Stoty...

SWAROVSKI AND AUSTRIAN CUT CRYSTALS
difficult

~ be beads most Americans know as Austrian 1971:334].

11.

to

maintain

[Turner 1956:461'; Weiss

The first fine crystal to be developed was by George
Ravenscroft, an Englisbman. By 1676 be bad largely
oVercome the common problem of the crizzling of
clear glass (a form of surface decomposition) by add
ing lead to bis formula to make bis "flint glass"
[Haynes 1959:119]. Following Ravenscroft, other
glassmakers successfully introduced lead to tbeir
batcbes. Among these was Josepb Strasser of Vien
na, wbose artificial gems were the best on the market
in the mid-nineteenth century.
Another user of lead glass was the company of
garnet cutters in Turnov, Bobemia Disturbed by the
success of Venetian imitations, they sent the Fiser
brothers to Venice to learn the secrets of malting imi
tation stones. By 1715 they bad developed a formula
.. for- "composition," a lead-ricb glass. This they col
.ored red with gold to make a successful garnet simula
tion (the garnets of Bobemia are the red pyrope
type). At first these imitation garnets were crudely
pressed and then cut into artificial stones, work done
secretly by the garnet cutters. In time, it grew into the
thriving Czecb glass bead industry [see Francis
.1988:32-8].
The Czecb bead industry, wbile centered at Jab
lonec nad Nisou, was scattered into the countryside
throughout the Jizera or Iser Mountains in Bobemia
aDd neighboring Silesia. Mucb of the work was done
in small factories and private bomes, eacb specializing
in certain types of beads.

cut crystals are among the most expensive and
beautiful mass-produced beads on the market.
The perfection of their material and workmansbip
create exceptionally attractive ornaments. Their
production is closely associated with that of artificial··
"stones" for jewelry, commonly known as rbinestotles.
The story of these Austrian cut crystal beads is,intertwined with the bistory of European beads in general.
It begins centuries ago with European glassmakers.attempting to dupli~te the brilliance of diamonds' or
rock crystal in glass,· and climaxes with the succeslCof
a family-run business that is one of the largest priVate·
enterprises in Austria and perbaps the largest single
bead company in the world.

BACKGROUND
The leading Venetian glassmaker of bis day, Angelo
Barovier (1405-60) developed the clearest glass of its
time, called cristallo. It was decolorized with manga
nese, and required purified alkalies and special
to. make [Mariacber 1966:79; Mentaste 1980:XLYI].
Still, it was slightly grayisb and bubbly, and could only
be considered of good quality in comparison t9 wbat
else was available [Haynes 1959:68]. It was mostly
used on thin blown vessels, wbicb belped make it ·as
clear as possible. In 1683 Micbael MOller at St. Anton
in south Bobemia introduced "cbalk glass," wbicb
came to be known as Bobemian crystal. This was
widely used by bis countrymen, but its brilliance was

o

care'

Glass is not a substance but a state of matter. It is made wben a metal or metalloid is melted by being beated
above its point of crystallization and allowed to cOorwithout crystallizing. Nearly any metal/metalloid can
be made into glass, but the most common one is silica. Next most common is lead, usually with silica. Lead
glass was made in Euope for a long time, but only on a limited scale for certain brightly colored enamels.·
The primary users of through bistory bave been the Cbinese, wbo bave been malting it for 3000 years.
The amount of lead in glass is crucial. Small· traces of lead may be in almost any glass, but it is not. con
sideredto bave been purposely added until about 5% of the glass is lead. Larger amounts are usually
needed to make wbat is commonly thought of as lead glass or crystal. Swarovski uses a 30% lead propor
.. tion, calling this "full lead." Remember, these ,p~centages are by weight and lead is bea'v)'; the percentage
of lead by volume is much less.
. ...
~
Lead does s~eral things to glass wbicb the g1assmaker can exploit. It makes it easier to melt It makes it ..
softer and thus easier to cut. Particularly wben potassium is used as the alkali, it produces a brilliant glass. It
I also belps dissolve certain other metals wbicb are destined to impart various colors to the glass.
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Bohemia was then part of the Austrio-Hungarian'
To one such beadmaking family, Daniel Swarovski
was, born in 1862 in Georgenthal, near lablonec nad Empire, and in the Tyrolianmountains of Austria he
Nisou. His father was a glass cutter, and it was in this found the place he was looking for. 'In 1895 he leased
a small factory with a water power plant in tiny (pop-'
profession that Daniel was trained.
ulation then 744) Wattens. Wattens was well suited....., .
DANIEL SWAROVSKI'S'DREAM
It has abundant water, which Swarovski first used di
'recdy for power and, then to. generate electricilJ. ,It
Young Daniel was a tinkerer, and at a young age be- was also 'near an important railway link and.only 15
gan to try to automate the cutting of glass. At the age' miles from Innsbruck. He began a production tech
of 21 he attended the "First Electrical EXhibition" at ~ nique which ground and polished hundreds of glass
Vienna and was impressed by the potential of this stones in a single process, mucb as used today. The
new source of power. By the age of 30 he had ap- details of the process remain'secret, even to Swa
plied 'for a patent on a machine whicn' alldwed th<:l rovskj employees.
precise cutting of glass jewelry stones (e.g. rhiIie~In the next few years the 'Tyrolean cut stones," as.
stones). The invention gave bim an advantage over they were known, came into, great demand in the
the, other glass stone cutters of the lablonec regionrfasbien·centers of Europe and America': Thefactory
and'be felt the need for increased secrecy ~ develop was purchased and was employing 100 workers, elec
his ideas.
tric ligbts were installed, and soon a new factory and
PACETING AND CUTrING BEADS
power plant had to be built.
,
The term "cut bead" does not always mean the
Up to this point, the cut crystal was all made from
same thing; ,While we may think of it as the mechglass supplied fromlablonec. Swarovski, desiring in':
anical wasting of glass to produce facets, the facets dependenCe and better cpntrol over bisproduct, beare the only thing in common with all cut beads.
ganexperimenting with his sons in a small laboratory
Among seed, beads,' for example hex-cut and twonext to their house. In 1911 they introduced their
, cut are most often drawn out with facets along the
Own glass, both clear and colored. It was produced
i~ fUrnaces they in:-'ent~ and
processes they ·bad
tube. Three-cut and sometimes two-cut beads are
hand made by running the tube along a, rotating plonee,re~. Theb~rgeon~g.~ustness bas alway~ been
wheel. The term "English cut" refers to beads "a" p,at:rarcbal family affair. By 1925 S~)IlS ~t1helm,
made by tinkers for use on lace bobbins. They are~ Fre~nch and Alfred h,ad b~~n to, co~trol dl~ferent .
cubes, paddled. into shape while still hot, often
parts,?f the company s atfalts, ensunng .a, smooth
:' '
with a "waffle" surface.
transition of leadership"
The.5:'?!Dpany expanded until the outbr;eak of'Yorid
It is not uncommon, particularly in Bohemia, to
War I, w~en many of the w<:rkers were "c:onscr:~ted.
combine molded facets .with cutting. The cornerless hexagonal, so popular world-wide, is a combi
Swa,royski ma'7a ged to save It by pr,?du~tng mIlitary
nation of a drawn hexagonal tube which has been, equ~~ment, ~hlch also ~rotec!ed ~e bvehhood of the
cut at the twelve comers. The ''Vaselineil beads famlhes o,f hiS wo~kers. One outcome o~ th,e warwas .
and several other faceted beads were molded into
Swarovski perfecting abetter,!)'pe of, gnndtng wb~el,
shape,-then facets cut into them. During the course
due_to theshortage,9f apraslVes ~unng the confbct.
of the last century, fewer and' fewer facets were
~ 1919 these were made comm~rC1ally, al'l:d the Tyro
cut on these beads, being replaced by more _. Itt wheels b,eca~e ~e ~oundation of a p~ogram ?f
corpo:a te, dlVerslficatlon, they are today marketed tn
molded facets over theyeat'S.
Beads actually hand faceted are sometimes call~.cj, 80 countries.
THE SWAROVSKI EMPIRE
.,
"tin cut," indicating the plate on which the faceting
was done. Such facets will be very, sharp' at the
'~f
edges, unless the bead was suhsequently fire pol
The. twenties were 'profitable, but the thirties saw
ished, placed in heat just enough to let the surface
production curtailed. In 1931 the company intro
run and give a sparkling' finish. Swarovski bead", duced the first of many fasbion accessories in the
sare cut to perfection by the use of machines,
form of presewn trimmings. World War IIoforced the
which give very precise facets,essential to the
company to accept military' commissions again. By
sparkling diffusion of the light through the glass. '
this time,'Wilhelm has succeeded in establishing an
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optical unit, which along with abrasives and some
other technical products, kept Swarovski. going.
After the War Swarovski emerged as the largest for
eign currency earner in Austria, a bright spot in the
othecwise depressed national economy. It expanded
quickly, moving branches to new factories in near:by
towns, establishing an independent sales office, and
founding new subsidiaries.
The coming of Communism to Czechoslovakia
caused an exodus of many skilled workers, including
those in the bead business. They settled in several

COLORING AND COATING BEADS '
AND CRYSTAL

ways.

o

Glass beads can be colored any number of
The glass itself may be colored by introducing metal
oxides to the batch. Clear glass - beads can be
coated inside to give them a particular appearance.
-Blown beads are often coated with silver ammonia
nitrate. which leaves a silver lining; depending upon
tbe color of the glass, the result will be silver, gold
(with amber glass) or other metallic effects. Small
drawn "seedw beads are commonly lined with paint
to color them, but this fades and wears out in time:.
The external coating of beads became popular in
the 1860s with Bohemia the leading developer.
These coatings break up and scatter light to pro
duce various iridescent effects. There are a number
of methods used, terms for them differ frorb
beadmaker to beadm-aker and information on them
is scanty. but they fall into two broad categories.
In one, a varnish -is applied to the glass consisting
of a mixed metallic and organic compound. - Upon
firing. the organic material bums off, leaving atQin
layer of the metal [Greene 1975:337-8]. This luster is
commonly called "iris" (gunmetal, broeze and other
dark colors) and "ceylons" (generally of pastel
colors, sometimes on lined glass beads). ~The other method is more sophisticated, exposing
the glass to fumes of various inorganic halides (es
pecially chloride). This deposits a very thin metal
film on the glass, on the order of the size of the
wavelength of light. Ferric (iron) chloride will
produce a deep amber coat, while the chlorides of
silica, tin and titanium produce colorless coatings,
leaving only tbe iridescent effect [Greene1975:340
1]. Aurora Borealis is the most famous of this type;
the Japanese version is called "rainbow." Swarovs
ki's "Glacier Blue" which is even more spectacular
than Aurora Borealis, is essentially similar, but with
an even thinner layer of coating.

places, especially in (West) Germany and Austria.
The largest group of these skilled' craftsmen fmally
chose to establish themselves near the Bavarian town
of Kaufbeuren in a suburb named Neu Gabloez (or
New Jablonec). Daniel Swarovski was sympathetic to
the -plight of his countrymen, and helped them re
settle. By 1960 the Swarovski company opened its
first foreign sales office in Kaufbeuren.
A technical development within the Swarovski lab
oratories produced a sophisticated method of coat
ing their glass stones and beads. They were not the
first to develop this, but their products were great
successes, especially the "Aurora Borealis" effect,
which was introduced in the early 1950s.
The grand patriarch, Daniel Swarovski, -died in 1956
at the age of 94, active to the end. By chance, his
three sons all passed away within 15 months of each
other from late 1960 to early 1962. Since then, tbird
and fourth generation (male) descendants have run
the company.
Always keeping within the broad framework of jew
elry production, Swarovski continued to expand
In1957 they introduced a gem cutting division and
soon were making synthetic stones as well. By 1965
they were producing artificial pearls. In the same year
they began making pendants especially for chande
liers (their beads had been used for years) under the
trade name Strass. Gift and souvenir items and the
first crystal collector's society were introduced in the
1970s and 19808. Costume jewelry, glass reflecting
elements, ECG electrodes and electronic Control sys
tems are also part of the conglomerate. In 1987 they
became a major force in the American jewelry busi
-ness, buying the American Zale Corporation (and
People's Jewellery Ltd. of Canada). With 1250
stores, Zale is the largest jewelry retail chain in the
world.
By
SWSrovSlcl had become a bil1i~ii 'dollar com
pany, employing 9200 people, over 600 of them in re
searchand development. They operate 19 manufac- _
turing units in Austria (4), Uechtenstein, Germany,
Spain, France, the U.S.A (3), the Bahamas, Brazil,
Argentina (3), Uruguay, China and Thailand. 45 sales
components and 12 service companies complete their
. corporate profile.
.

1m

SWAROVSKI BEADS
The heart of the company has always been crystal
ornaments. The bulk of production is probably
geared- toward rhinestones and related products, but
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beads are not neglected.
Swarovski produces Francis, Peter, Jr. 1988 The Glass Trade B~ds of
60,000,000 pieces of crystal stones a day in sizes rang
Europe. Lapis Route, La"e Placid.'
ing from 0.9 to 50 m~. ~ieces are cut with from 17 to Greene, Charles H.197S· Modern Glass Practice (7th
130 facets and offered in a wi~e variety of colan! and
ed.).Central Book Co., Taipei.
,"
, -,
special effects.
.
'
,
Haynes, 'E. Barrington 1959 Glass Through tbe Ages.,
:, .,,' The crystal stone line is designated by number. "PengUin, Harmondsworth. "
'
Numbers 1000, .2000 and 4000 are stones meant to be Mariacher, Giovanni (trans. M. Cunningham) 1966
,mounted in jewelry. either round, flat backed or
Glass from Antiquity to the Renaissance; flamiyn, ,
London.
fancy in shape. The 3000 series are for stones to be
i
sewn onto clothing. Beads are designated as·the 5000 Mentaste, Rosa Barovier 1980 Introduction' to
series, with 5800 used for artificial pearls and 6000 for
Antonio Neri, L'Arte Vetraria. Potifilo, Milan.
pendants. The 'chart of their bead and pendant de Daniel Swirovski Co. 1990-2JewelletyStones·Box.-,
' I
signs is as of '1989 and still current. Some older de --. Swarovski, Wattens.
signs have been discontinued (but could be revived)•. -: 1992 PreSs Kit. Swarovski, Wattens. , ' ,
, and new designs are brought into production when Turner. W.E.S. 1956 Studies in Ancient Glasses and"
. they are warranted.
Glassmaking Process~, Part III: The Chronology of
.. the Glassmalcing Constituents. Journal of the
REFERENCES
., }>S,ociet;y of Glass Tecnnology)fL:39-54T. I
"
Crowden, Cherry 1990 Swarovski Milestones. Swar
Weiss, Gustav (trans. Janet Seligman) 1971 The Book
ovslci Collectors Society.
ofGlass. Praeger, N.Y.
!
'
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make them look more like tbe catlinite beads, wbicb
bad been ground to sbape.
A bistorical record of about the same time indicates
that altering beads was being practiced in West
Africa. We have quoted Peter DeMarees, a Dutch
visitor to the Gold Coast around 1605 before, but will
do so again in this context: 'They use a great store of
Venice beads... whicb they break into four or five
pieces. and then grind them upon a stone, as our
cbildren grind cherry stones; and then put them upon
strings, made of bark: of trees, ten or twelve together,
and therewith traffic much...." fPurchas 1905:282] .
As an aside, I wonder of the "strings, made of bark
of trees," were not actually rattan palm leaves, widely
used today for stringing beads in this part of the
world.

e first discussed the altering of glass beads
in one of our special issues on Gbana
[MARGARETOLOG.l5T3(1):7-8]. Myat
tention had been drawn to this practice wben visiting
the long-establisbed bead dealers of Tesbie House in
Accra. The altering of beads had neVer been given
mucb attention in the literature, but. having been
alerted to the custom, I have been collecting more
data on this interesting phenomenon. Although some
of it has been reported in past issues of this journal, a
summary article devoted to this subject is now apPI;0'"
priate.
."
We begin with a definition of bead altering. It referS .
HOW BEADS ARE ALTERED
to the physical changing of the appearance of beads
after they have left the manufacturers. It is usually
done for aesthetic reasons and most commonly to Three ways to alter glass beads are now known. One
new beads, though old beads are sometimes involve,9. is the breaking of beads into smaller pieces, wbich
It does not include the manufacturing of new beag~., .~<>.~.etimes requires them to be redrilled. The second
from old ones, as is done with powder-glass bead~ is the grinding of beads. The third is with the appli
making, but is confined to beads which retain most of cation of heat. Let us look at them in more detail.
their original form. Nor does it involve the altering of
I. The breaking of beads is done to make smaller
single beads so that they may be recycled (for in- beads., This is the process described above by De
stance, after they had been broken). The examples Marees, and continues in West Africa, particularly
considered here are all of glass beads; none have yet with millefioris. Opper and Opper [1989] report that
come to light for beads of other materials.
. .~-: in Mauritania. West Africa, dealers customarily break
'the altering of beads is not restricted to any one re-:, up both newly made powder-glass' Kiffa beads and
---- older glass beads of the early Arabic trade. These
they perforate and sell at prices much higher than the
Ahering beads is both
original beads. Such broken' beads are apparently
widespread' and of
. very much in fashion.
II. It is more common to grind beads as a process of
considerable age.
alteration. The grinding may take several forms, de
gion, but is· done_by a number of people. It seems pending upon the effect desired.
. A Beads are shaped to fit ~onto a strand better.
most common in' West Africa, but examples from
This may be done by grinding the length of a strand
elsewhere are also known.
. Altering beads is not a new phenomenon. 'TWo so that they are all the same diameter. It is, however,
. groups of beads from the Power House site of the more commonly done to bevel the ends of the beads
Seneca region of upstate New York dated to 1635-55 so they fit snugly on a strand. This has been re~
in the Rochester Museum and Science Center sbow- corded for new powder-glass beads [Sordinas 1964].
that. One strand (#2429/44) is of catlinite (pipe- for new European beads [MA !lOA.RE7DlOGISI'
stone), procured from its source in Minnesota and 3(1):7-8], for older beads made 10 Hebron, the mon
traded extensively among Native Americans long be gur or so-called Kano beads [MAROARE7VL
fore the coming of Europeans. The other (3341/24fis OGISI' 4(1):9-10], and for Indo-Pacific beads used
of glass beads. It has a few unaltered blue beads, but as heirlooms in South Africa, the "Beads of the
most are opaque red drawn tubes or oblates. Many Water" [Al4RGAREJVLOGIST 5(2):5-6].
of these had been ground along their sides to· give
B. Another motive for grinding beads is to alter
them irregular facets, apparently in an attempt to their shape. The center has a pair of wound "yellow
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bearts" which have been ground into short hexagonal
i.Jicones. The beads have come through the African
trade, and it appears they were altered there, though
exactly where is unknown. In the last issue [MA.RGARE1DLOOI5T5(2):111 we reported on the Kalinga of the Philippines grinding all the facets off
Czech cornerless bexagonals in order to make them
rounded barrel beads. The altered glass beads from

melt slightly and slump into rounded donut sbapes.
The end resting on the plate beComes pitted, and the
. perforations become conical, ,with the widest part at
the pitted end.
,
There may also be cases when one or more effect is
achieved by an operation of altering beads. The
color of ,the .~ila beads is said to be .enhanced
through the heating.' ,The grooves along Koli beads
(sometimes called "stretch marks" but: actually air
Beads are aHered to. better· bubbles brealcing out) may also have been desired,
reminding some of the "corded" effect seen on some
.conform to the aesthetic
old blue beads related to Aggrey beads. . .
.
of. a given community.
This survey is not intended to emaust all examples .
the Power House site described. above could be Iiste4. of altered beads. Readers are invited to alert us to
here; the facets were desired to make the glass beads other sucb~ses. How~er, i~ should dem~nstra~e
look more like traditional stone ones. . .
..
that the altenng of beads IS an Important topIC. It IS
C. Decorations can be removed by grinding glass' of some age; we now h~e four. example~ that date to
. beads. The one recorded instance of this is the Ke- the 17th century or earlIer. It IS also WIdespread; we
labit of Borneo grinding decorations off beads be
T/Je aHering of beads is 'a
cause their aesthetic calls for monochrome beadS'
[Munan-OettJi 1983:94]. Beads from the African . excellent illustration' of just
trade in the Center's collection bave been similarly
ground to remove traces of their decoration; weare' 'how cjjmp/~x the bead trade ...
.
really is.
. not yet sure who is doing this.
'
III Beads can be altered by beat The application of
low heat to glass will melt it slightly, producing know of cases in North America, SO':l~east Asia,
. ,..' East Africa and in.several parts of West 'Africa.
different sorts of beads.
A The rationale given Jor cOolcing beads in Gbana,
The altering of beads is a good illustration of how
sucb as the Koli, Numli Kali, So-so and others, is usu~ complex the bead trade really is. Altering is impor
ally that they will become more attractive by gaining in tant to the people who do it because it jnvolves their
opacity [Sordinas 1964; MAROARE7DLOGIST labor .and ingenuity to produce new beads. Finally, it
is significant because understanding the pro'cessesin3(1):7-8].
B. The shapes of beads can be altered by heat. 'volved belp' us to identify the beads, some of wbicb
This was apparently done in Ife, Nigeria, betWeen ca. had previously not been understood.
,.
1100 and. 1400 AD. Imported glass beads were
'
heated .and reworked into more rounded sbapes
REFERENCES
. [Davison 1m:26().:.3]. ,.---~
, . ....... . : : : ,'-(except for the MARG.,ARETOLOGISJ)
The case which has come to my attention most ret , .
. cently is the so-called "Nila" beads of Mali and~ Davison, Claire C. 1972 Glass Beads in African .
~"-:neighboring countries. The name "Nila" is" derived ••.Arcbaeology. Ph,D. Thesis, U. CA, Be'rkeley:
ultimately from India, wbere it refers to the tolar blue, Munan-Oettli, Adelbeid f 1983 Bea~ Cap 64/88 in the
more particularly the color produced by the, nila (inSarawak Museum Collection. SarawakMuseum
digo) plant It became part of the Arabic wordstock , 10umaI32:89-96.
.
,
because of the desirability of this rich, permanent Oppe-r, Marie-Jose and Howard Opper 1989 Kiffa
dye.
. .
.-- .' Beads: Mauritanian Powdered Glass Beads. private,
. Nila beads sent to the Center by Kirk Stanfield are
WaShington.
,
blue or greenish-blue in color, though other colors ai:e Purcbas, Samuel 1905 HaklyytusPosthumus or
seen occasionally~ The beads themselves are old In- . Purcbas His PilK!imes. VoL IV. GlasgOw University,
do-Pacific beads. They have been altered by 'being
Glasgow.
'.
,:
'
beated, apparently on a flat plate. ' This makes them Sardinas, Augustus 1964 Mo'dem Koli Beads in
,
Ghana.' Man 64:75-6.
., ,
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tion of Southeast Asian Nations). SPAFA is thus the
"SEMEO Project in Archaeology and Fine Arts."
Conceived by the then-new member Cambodia in
1971, it began its trial program in 1976, after Cam
bodia had left ASEAN. Since then, it has become
~ outheast Asia is emerging as one of the most the chief clearinghouse for information on archaeolU) important regions in the world for bead re~ _ ogy (and Fine Arts, a separate division) for the
search. It is almost natural that this be so. As .ASEAN nations of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Phil
a true crossroads of world civilization, the great an- ippines, Thailand, Singapore and Brunei.
cient powers of China and India, and to some extent,. AJmost from the beginning during SPAFA confer
Rome and Persia, made themselves felt there, as did ences and workshops participants were calling for a
the later Islamic Middle East and Modern Europe.
special program on bead research. The importance
A mosaic of cultures, several of its countries are
. SPAFA is the central
among the fastest developing nations in the world.
From tiny Singapore to sprawling Indonesia the area
archaeological organization
is vibrant and its dynamism is reflected not only in.
for the six ASEAN nations
.•eConomic progress with its inevitable traffic jams and
environmental problems, it is evident in the cultural' of beads did not escape them: they found them in
and educational performances as well.
every excavation and they are still a living tradition
My first visit to the region was in 1984. I recall telling among many people in their own nations. Yet, there
an audience afterwards at Deccan College, Poona;' was no place to turn for information on beads.
India, that India could be proud of its leadership in·-~ Iri'1988 the Center's long-term undertaking, the In
the field of archaeology. I had compared the situa:- dian Ocean Bead Trade Project, began research in
tion in a Southeast Asian country I bad just visited Southeast Asia. Interest in our work was immediately
and found it wanting.
sparked, as there was already a desire for serious reo
India is still justly proud of its scholastic achieve- search in' the area. The Center submitted a fornial
ments. But the country I was comparing, as well as proposal for a month-long workshop, which was ap
most of its neighbors, are no longer inferior. Many proved in principle in 1990.
.
.
Southeast Asia states are quickly developing ilieir. As a result, from 1 November to 10 December 1992
infrastructure by educating bright young future scien- the SEMEO-SPAFA Training Course in Archaeolog
tists; building impressive museums, libraries, laborato- ical Beads Analysis was held at the National Univer
ries and other facilities; publishing their results in a sity of Malaysia at Bangi, south of the capital of Kuala
.. . Lumpur. The participants were young museum and
Because of Its booming
university personnel from the Philippines, Thailand,
economies., its central
Indonesia and Malaysia.
.
,
, T h e Workshop included visits to laboratories and
hIstorIcal role and the deep." computer centers at the univeriity to acquaint the par
mteres/ in beads
many . ~ticipants wiilifundamentals of' research as it per
tained to beads. The two outside presenters were
of its peoplel Southeast
Rey Santiago of the Philippine National Museum,
Asia is becominil a 1eader who lectured for three days, and Pete Francis,
in b,..... a d re.~ . . . arr~,
scheduled for ten days. In addition to lectures, demIII
0_
<i;F0_. ..,u.
onstrations, slides and other presentations, the train
ees spent weekends touring historic Mallaca and Port
. timely way; and making use of the latest technology to Dickerson and the archaeological sites of Kuala Seuncover their own heritage.
.. Aensing, Pengkalan Bujang and Sungai Mas.
The staff trained in basic bead identification,
Much credit must be given to an organization called
SPAFA SPAFA is an acronym of an acronym. The _ classification, history, conservation, research, display,
"S" stands for "SEMEO" or "Southeast Asian Minis· photography and display constitute a core of skilled
.ters of ·Education Organization," a subdivision of the professionals qualified to enrich our understanding
trading/mutual defense block of ASEAN (Associa- of beads in this crucial part of the globe.
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The workshop was enthusiastically received by the
o
participants and those working with them. There is
arovskiis currently sponsoring three exhibits in
already talk of 'duplicating it to extend it to other
e United States which readers may want to attend.
members of the archaeological community. Three of
Jewels of Fantasy is the first comprehensive exbibi
the four countries involved.in this workshop have ex
'on devoted to costume jewelry. !twill be at the
pressed interest in hosting another one.
ashion Institute of Technology in New York from 1
Education and interest are the twin keys to
pril through 8 May 1993.
. advances in any· pursuit The countries of S<?uili,east
Imperial Austria, displaying art, arms and armor·
Asia have gone' far toward making their region a rom the .state of Styria, will be held simultaneously
leader in bead research. We expect many more in- . ith The Cutting Edge: 200 Years of Crysta~. docu- .
teresting developments in the years ahead.
enting the development of cut crystal ov~r the last
o centuries. Both are at the Museum.of Fine Arts,
. PHILlPPINE BEAD SOCIETY
ouston from 14 March to 27 June 1993.
Many urban dwellers in the Philippines have an in
tense interest in beads, which they re~gnize as part
.of their national heritage. Accordingly, the idea of
founding a bead society has been discussed for sev
eral years.
THANKS
While in the Philippines in 1991 Pete Francis met .The donation of beads to our study collection and
with. several groups to discuss the possibility of a bead . books and other references to' our library are always
society. He was able to' explain how they worked in 'most welcome. Beads representing specimens we do
other places and encouraged devoted cOllectors to .nothave are invaluable, books especially with. their.,
organiz~ themselves. This bas now been done. The - ever rising costs and pbotos of beads are all most
Philippine Bead Society has been chartered and ha(;.helpful. We are especially thankful, since a donation
begun operations. The first president is the we1l7 .:C3l100t. be parlayed into a tax deduction (though we
known collector of long standing, Arturo de Santos.
are working on that). Recent donations include:
Incidentally. this is the fifth bead society which Pete
Beads: Sumarah Adhyatman of Jakarta; Peter
Francis has belped form. The other three that have Brisbois of Mackinac Is, MIi Kirk Stanfield of Paoli,
survived are the Bead Society of Greater Washing- ···PA; Lori Wood of Bigfork:, Mr.; and Joyce Wbitti
ton, the Northwest Bead Society and the. Central ker of ~rpbridge, MA
.
Obio Bead SOCiety.
Books: Dr. Wayne Armstrong of Palomar College;
Dr. George Boon of the National Museum ·of Wales;
ALERT!
Lorenz Briichert of Vancouver;Vladislav Chvalina of
THEFT' OF MAJOR COLLECTION
Jablonec nad Nisou; Rosemarie Devine of Lockport,
.IL; Penny Olamantiof Washington, D.C.; Kay DohA spectacular collection of ancient gold, glass and erty .of Kettle Falls, WA; Vincenza Escobar of Man
. stone beads from the Pbilippines has been stolen. ita; Margaret Haldeman of San Francisco; Kartis
-- -The collection Was in Europe to show to an organiza.,. Karklins 'of Ottawa; Mr. lind Mrs. Gerry Kingma of .
tion which was considering exhibiting it, but was Amsterdam; Dr. David Reese of the Field Museum;
stolen in an airport in Spain.
-I.:.ois..Rose .Rose of Los Angeles; Alice. Scberer 6f
. I was privileged toview this collection wben last in . Portland; Dr. Michael Schiffer of Arizona State Uni
the Philippines. I have written the owner for more versitY'; and Dr. Adi Haji Taha of the National Mu
details and to ask if we might help by trying to iden- _seum, Malaysia.
tify stolen pieces. I ba~e not yet received a reply.
Pbotos: Linda Arnold of Kneeland, CA; Lourdes
If any me~beror frie~d of tt:~ ~nter has word of a'M. Labrador of Manila; and Lees Stephens and
~arge collection of anclentPhlhppme beads and gold Christine Starr of EI Portal, CA
.
Jewelry offered for sale, please contact us. The
Multiple gifts: Dr. Vimala Begley of the University of
chances are nc: t great,. to be s:,re, but the thoUght. of .--Pennsylvania; Alison Diem of Manila; Professor Ka- .
all th,ose mag~:l1ticent .~Iec:es bemg de~troyed, especlal- .. maruzamanofthe National UniversitY of· Malaysia;
ly o.f the ~nclent P~dlppme gold, bemg melted down and W. Pfeifer and Ch.Winzberger of Wattens.
Therehave been others; kisses to all:
.
for Its bulhon value IS enough to Sicken anyone.
!
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A special thanks goes to Robert Dunnigan of
GRANTS TO THE CENTER
. Minneapolis. the premier lapis lazuli trader. Bob is
deeply interested in all aspects of mineralogy and Over the years we have received several grants from
during his sales trips always keeps his eyes open for organizations and individuals. In some cases, the
. related literature. He often buys . books in bulk to grantor has specified it be used for a particular pro
give anyone· interested in' the SUbject. He is also a ject in which they have an interest. At other times,
great contact person, striving to connect people with they have come as a result of our identifying a need
similar interests, Over the last few years he bas do- and making a formal application.
nated at least 15 volumes to our library, most recently Whatever the situation. grants are seeds, allowing us
three on the archaeology of the Middle East and In- to undertake research or educational projects that
dia. They have significantly filled out our library ir.e would othenvise not be done. . The Center cannot
several areas. We can hardly thank him enough.
alone sponsor all research' projects needed to under
.
. stand the role beads have played in human culture.
CORRECTIONS'
Grants have been received since our last issue. We
want to extend a very hearty thanks to all grantors
Alas, there are ever mistakes in the MARGAR.E" and express our deepest appreciation..
. TOLOGIST. I have always been a notorious speller;From the Asian Cultural Council of New York a
and despite proofreadings by at least two people and grant covering the travel expenses of Pete Francis to
computer spell-check programs, errors creep in. A - teach in the bead workshop for Southeast Asian
bouque~this issue to Carol Lubbers of Honolulu, who. archaeologists in Malaysia (see p. 9). SPAFA paid
spotted the following goofs in the last issue (page living expenses; travel was met by this grant.
number followed by R or L for rightlleft column and_ From the Northwest Bead Society. equal grants
line number):
were given to the Center, the Society of Bead Re
. lR2 flouresces to fluoresces
" searchers, the Bead Museum and the Center for the
2L10 thoughful to thoughtful
Study of BeadWork:. These may be used for any pur
2L13loose to lose
pose the recipient deems worthy. We shall use it to
fund a project to be identified later.
. 2L14 that to than
2R6 calander to calendar
From the Bead Society of Greater Washington, a
12L title of paragraph 3 Pdvitpltion to Privitization
grant to allow research in south India on the quartz
We appreciate keeping the record straight. Carol.,. -(rock) crystal and amethyst bead industry. It has
warns in a nice way, ''There may be otherS but as I long been known that ,western India was the major.
read I get caught up in the information and stop look- producer of agate and carnelian beads for millennia;
ing for errors." Don't stop. We are grateful.
a focus of some of our earliest work. However, the
. Arikamedu excavations, evaluation is continuing. sug
gest that crystalline quartz minerals were found and .
worked mostly in south India. Archaeological re
ete Francis has signed a contract with Schiffe cords confirmed this; quartz beads are common in
ooks, the natiori'slargest pu~Hsherof a.n~ques and southern sites, but rare innortbern ones.. '!\vo villages
Ilectible books. Tentatively entitled BEAD COL . have been identified which made crystal beads at the
ECTING, it is aimed at beginners and those who turn of the century. The project begins later this year;
the results, of course, will be recorded bere first.
ant to collect but do not know where to start.
It will be similar to otberSchiffer books, with the .
FRANCIS HONORED
avish use of color photography. The text discusses
Heeting and identifying beads . with brief bistOries . The Greater Washington Bead Society awarded Pete
f the ~orld's major and many minor beadmaking Francis an honorary lifetime membership for his role
'ndustries. A price 'guide will be included, but beads in starting the group. Other first year speakers were
rom looted archaeological sites will not be priced similarly honored. Beadesigners members voted him
or empbasized, since the Center feels strongly that their favorite speaker/workshop giver.· The Adiron
dack:. Enteeprise of nearby Saranac Lake, NY fea
is only encourages cultural destruction.
Publication is tentatively scheduled for early 1994. tured the Center in a cover story in their Weekender
magazine.
tay tuned.
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BEAD EXPO '94
This· is a mock-up of
the logo that the Cen
ter and Recursos de
Santa Fe plan to usefor our biannual bead
conferences and bazaars. The 1994 coo';'
ference will be held in
the Sweeney Center in
Santa Fe, NM from 25
to 27 March.
Tbe,
theme is Glass Bead~

, _.

!

I!.
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1

making and Trade.
The Conference will feature many events. An auction will bebeld during tbe first evening. Demonstrations of glass beadmaking will be live through the day
by Fred Burkhill and Brian Kerk:vliet. The seminar,
sessions will be kept strictly apart from the bazaar so'
that everyone, including dealers, can participate in all
aspects of the Conference. Other events being
planned will be announced wben finalized.
The speakers include: Jamey Allen on the Venetian.
bead industry; Fred Burkhill On wound glass bead-'
making; Vladislav Cbvalina of Jablonex on the Czech"
bead industry; Christopher DeCorse on beads.. ,in
Ghana; Brian Kerkvliet on fancy canes and drawn
glass beadmaking; Elaine Lewis on beads among Thai
hilltribes; Howard and Marie-Jose Opper On beads in
Senegambia; Peter Pratt On beads in the American
colonial .period; Kirk: Stanfield on powder-glass
'beadmaking -in Kroboland. Pete Francis, the COr,lference director, will present short talks On IndoPacific beadmaking, bead altering and another topic.,::'
The Proceedings of the 1992 Bead Trade in the
Americas Conference have not been finis bed, as the
papers of several speakers have been delayed. Tbey
will be published along with the 1994 papers.
Bead Expo '96 is being planned to focus on stone
beads, while Bead Expo '98 will deal with, beads of,
organic materials (amber, anyone?).
Information on the conference is available from
Bead Expo '94,c/o Suzanne Jamison, Recursos de
Santa Fe; 826 Camino de Monte Rey A-3, Santa Fe,
NM 87501. 1-800-732-6881.
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BEAD AND CRAFfS
ADVENTURE TOUR
OF WEST AFRICA
Get ready for a real adventure. Join Pete Francis on
a true expedition seeking out bead markets, bead
makers, teXtiles and other crafts, history and the
modern scene in the Ivory,:Coast and Ghana. There
i.sno tour like it. (The beads on page 1 are "Gold
Trinkets Worn as Spells (in the Gold Coast)" by Jobn
Barbot 1732: plate 22)
.•.._, _ .
A partial itinerary: 3 November: New York to Abid
jan. 4 Nov.: Morning acclimatizing, afternoon Coc
ody Market, dinner and traditional African show. 5
Nov.: The great Treichville. Market, Plateau and
Senegal Markets, National Museum. 6 Nov.: To
Grand Bassam, Costume Museum, Crafts Center
(lost-wax b~~ and o'thers), enjoy the beach. 7 Nov.:
Dugout canoe ride on Kossan River, IUilcb in typical
village, on to Elmina, Ghana. 8 Nov.: :Elmina slave
castle, Ghana Art Center, on to Accra'1 .9 Nov.:
Crafts Center, National Museum, University Museum,
an evening with friendsiri' suburban Medina. 1()"11
Nov.: Kumasi,' the Asante capital; powder beadmak
ing;Cultural Center, Museum, textile villages, fertility
doll village. 12 Nov.: return to Accra, Kroboland for
powder-glass beadmaking and markets. 13 Nov.: De
parture (if you can carry everything). '.
If you come, and we hope you do, keep in mind that
it will be an adventure. Due to the nature of things,
.some things are bound to be delayed or worse. Pa
tience and a sense of humor are requirements.. But
you will be aptly rewarded for. bringing them along.
Air and land $4100, single supplement $250. Hurry!
Reserv~ your space now with a $500 deposit Last
payment 3 September.
For more information: West Africa Tour,.c/o Giesele
Happe, Recursos de Santa Fe, Camino de Monte Rey
A-3, Santa Fe, NM 87501 1-~732-6881.
The Center Is the exclusive importer of
Biser: Seed Beads in the Culture 'of Nations
atalogue of the 1990 Czech-Soviet exhibi
!Of beadwork from around the world •.with 99
color. plates. A supplement is Included.
f35.00. Ask for special wholesale rates.,
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